MADHYA PRADESH CRICKET ASSOCIATION
List of the Circular Resolutions approved by the Committee (i.e. Managing Committee of MPCA) w.e.f 2.10.2019
Last update : 6.11.2020

Date : 7.10.2020
CIRCULAR RESOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE OF MPCA (I.E. THE MANAGING COMMITTEE)
1.

That, in line with the policy of MPCA about developing own ground at the headquarter of each Divisional Cricket
Association affiliated to MPCA, the Ground & Land Purchase Committee of MPCA has furnished a recommendation
pertaining to the proposal for purchase of land for development of MPCA's ground and basic infrastructure at Shahdol
(for requirements of Shahdol Divisional Cricket assoc. and MPCA). A detailed note about this recommendation forms
a part of this Circular Resolution. (Annex. I)

2.

That, two members of the panel nominated for providing recommendations for the 'MPCA Lifetime Achievement
Award' ("Panel") – Mr. Vijay Nayudu and Mr. Ashok Jagdale - have expressed their inability to be a part of the panel.
In view of this, the Managing Committee, vide this circular resolution, hereby authorises the Office Bearers to fill up
the vacancy for the two posts.

That, if need be under the prevailing circumstances, this circular resolution shall be circulated to all members of the
Committee by way of an email, requesting the members to extend their approval, or otherwise, by way of response email,
thus avoiding physical circulation owing to operational difficulties.

Effect : Approved

Annexure to Circular Resolution of MPCA (7.10.2020) ~ Recommendation given by the Ground & Land Purchase
Committee of MPCA

(i)

The Ground and Land Purchase Committee (G&L Committee) carried out a comprehensive search for identifying
appropriate piece of land at Shahdol, which included publication of advertisement in newspapers, analysis of
proposals received, screening of proposals and considering the offers received in this process. The detailed report in
respect of site visit conducted by the Hon. Treasurer, CAO, and MPCA staff was deliberated upon at length.

(ii)

After the elaborate process, the G&L committee has identified the following land (out of the proposals received)
which is suitable according to our requirements and the budget. The land related details are as under –

Location : The land is located at village 'Kannabahara' District 'Umaria', on the Umria – Shahdol 4-lane highway
(approx. 400 feet off the highway). The proposed land is approx. 5 kms from the Collector Office of Shahdol. The
land can be reached conveniently by local transport options.

Land proposal by : Mr. Sanjay Saraf (owner)

Survey nos. from which desired land is to be purchase : 90,92 (if required then from adjacent s.nos. also)

(iii)

The committee has scrutinised the basic documents related to land and observes it to be adequate for our
requirement. Considering the orientation of the land, access requirements etc., the total area of land required to be
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purchased shall be approx. 8.20 acres. The actual area of land and the survey nos. from which the land plot of
approx. 8.20 acres is to be purchased shall be decided after on-site contour survey.

(iv)

Out of this 8.20 acres, a small portion of land (approx. 0.75 acres) could be required to be purchased from an
adjacent land owner. If this land from S. No. 99 is needed, this transaction shall be facilitated by Mr. Sanjay Saraf.
Registration of property shall be done simultaneously with all owners. Mr. Sanjay Saraf has agreed for providing
free of cost land (approx. 50 feet wide and approx. 400 ft in length) so as to connect the proposed land with Umaria
– Shahdol 4-lane.

(v)

The Committee members, in presence of the office bearers of MPCA, negotiated the financial aspects with the land
owner on 26.9.2020 and accordingly it is recommended to the Managing Committee of MPCA to consider the post
negotiations price of Rs. 41 Lakh per acre. The land owner is willing to accept our other routine terms and
conditions of agreement.

(vi)

Accordingly, the Grounds & Land Purchase committee unanimously solicits the Managing Committee to approve the
purchase of the land as described above.

Therefore, it is hereby resolved by the Managing Committee of MPCA to approve the above recommendation of the Ground &
Land Purchase Committee and authorise the Hon. Secretary of MPCA, or any representative authorised by him, to take
appropriate steps to execute the transaction of above purchase after adopting needful steps to ensure proper documentation
and procedures before entering into agreement for purchase of land under guidance of the G&L committee.

--------------
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Date : 5.8.2020
CIRCULAR RESOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE OF MPCA (I.E. THE MANAGING COMMITTEE)
1.

That, the Cricket Committee, one of the sub-committees of MPCA, has dispatched an email dated 31.7.2020 to all
members of the Managing Committee of MPCA. Additionally, a copy of this email is also circulated to several
Members of MPCA.

2.

That, it is pertinent to note the following comments / allegations leveled by the Cricket Committee through this email
–

i.

Hon’ble Secretary himself appointed Mr. Chandrakant Pandit as professional Head Coach for the Sr. MPCA Men Team
along with the terms and condition for appointment including the remuneration.

ii.

Hon’ble Secretary has exceeded his jurisdiction provided under the Constitution.

iii.

The Cricket Committee is a victim of excessive use of authority and is struggling to perform its functions with
freedom ...

iv.

Some office bearers are encroaching upon the jurisdiction of the Cricket Committee and on being prevented they are
resorting to pressure tactics such as media releases and un-official statements.

3.

That, the above comments / allegations portray a dispute in relation to performance of duties or responsibilities of
the Association.

4.

That, in view of the above, the Managing Committee hereby resolves to authorise the President and the Hon.
Secretary to undertake all necessary steps to protect the interests and repute of MPCA in respect of the related
issues and also deal with the aforementioned objections, and any like matters arising in future, in the manner
provided in the Constitution and/or by-law and/or rules etc. of the Association.

That, this circular resolution shall be circulated to all members of the Committee by way of an email, requesting the members
to extend their approval, or otherwise, by way of response email, thus avoiding physical circulation owing to operational
difficulties.

Effect : Approved

--------------
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Date : 18.7.2020
CIRCULAR RESOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE OF MPCA
1.

That, Shri. Sanjeev Gupta, s/o Late Shri. Murarilalji Gupta, a Life Member of MPCA has tendered his resignation from
the Life Membership of MPCA vide an email dated 18.7.2020 addressed to the Managing Committee of the Madhya
Pradesh Cricket Association. This email by Shri. Sanjeev Gupta carries an attachment of his signed letter dated
17.7.2020. Copy of said document forms a part of this Circular Resolution whenever required.

2.

That, article 13 (A) of the Constitution of MPCA speaks of 'Resignation' as a valid case for loss of Membership of
MPCA.

3.

That, respecting the desire and intention of Shri. Sanjeev Gupta to resign from the Life Membership of MPCA, the
Managing Committee hereby resolves to accept the said resignation with immediate effect.

Effect : Approved

--------------
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Date : 8.6.2020
CIRCULAR RESOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE OF MPCA
1.

That, Mr. Chandrasekhar Trimbak Sarwate, affectionately known as ‘Chandu Sarwate’, was an Indian Test cricketer from
the soil of Madhya Pradesh who played 9 Test matches during 1946-1951. He was born on 22nd July 1920 at Sagar (MP)
and was a native of Indore from where he left for heavenly abode on 23rd December 2003. He represented Holkars,
Madhya Bharat, Madhya Pradesh (and few more) during his long career from 1936 to 1961 when he played 171 FC
matches. He was the Captain of Madhya Pradesh Ranji team for a long period of 14 years between 1955 and 1968 except
for few matches in between. After his stint as a cricketer, he played the important role of a National Selector for India
during the period from 1980-81 to 1982-83, and as a Junior Selector during 1960-61, 1968-71, and 1983-84
(CHAIRMAN). He also acted as the Honorary Secretary of MPCA for a long period, and was also a selector for Madhya
Pradesh Ranji team besides handling the responsibility as team manager for several years. He offered his voice as a
commentator for radio / TV, sharing his wide knowledge of the game for the benefit of cricket lovers.

2.

That, as an acknowledgment of his stupendous contribution to cricket and MPCA, the Office Bearers collectively propose
to celebrate his birth centenary (with his 100th birthday falling on 22 July 2020) year.

3.

That in recent past MPCA had celebrated birth centenary of other legends of MP cricket - Shri. CS Nayudu, Shri. Syed
Mushtaq Ali, Shri. MM Jagdale, Shri. Bhausaheb Nimbalkar by organising commemorative events.

4.

That, the Office Bearers solicit approval of the Committee (Managing Committee) for the following –

4.1 In principle approval to celebrate the birth centenary of late Shri. Chandu Sarwate by organising appropriate events.

4.2 Authorisation to the President and Hon. Secretary to form a panel of members to discuss and propose the events
that could be organised. The same panel shall organise such events.

4.3 The panel shall present the proposed activities and tentative budget to the Committee in due course.

5.

That, this resolution shall be circulated to all members of the Committee by way of an email, requesting the members to
extend their approval, or otherwise, by way of response email, thus avoiding physical circulation owing to operational
difficulties.

Effect : Approved
--------------
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Date : 13.05.2020
CIRCULAR RESOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE OF MPCA
1.

That, MPCA follows the practice of extending financial rewards, awards, and other incentives for meritorious
performances by teams, players, divisions, and other individuals associated with MPCA. MPCA holds annual awards
function every year during month of July/ August to bestow such awards.

2.

That, the annual awards for the cricket season 2018-19, supposed to be held in July/ August 2019, could not be held
considering the financial restrictions at that stage.

3.

That, since December 2019 MPCA has started receiving funds from BCCI. Hence, after clearing the overdraft amount
(availed from bank to conduct routine operations of MPCA during such period when BCCI funds were on hold), MPCA
now has the adequate funds to extend the awards for period 2018-19.

4.

That, following are the categories of awards extended by MPCA - (a) To MPCA teams qualifying for knockout stage of
any BCCI tournament (including central zone tournaments). (b) To winner and runner-up teams of inter divisional
tournaments. (c) To individual players for best performances in BCCI / MPCA inter divisional tournaments. (d) To
recipients of MPCA lifetime achievement award. (e) To recipients of top two rank divisions under the MPCA scheme
for incentive to divisions. (f) any other award for specific reason.

5.

That, the system/ parameters for deciding the awardee and the amount of awards under category (b) to (e) above is
as per the scheme fixed by the then Managing Committee, and hence does not require annual approval.

6.

That, for the category (a), there has been a practice adopted to seek annual approval of the Managing Committee.
However, the stage wise benchmark amount is pre decided.

7.

That, in accordance to the above, the office bearers have discussed the issue and unanimously seek approval of the
Committee (i.e. Managing Committee) to disburse the awards under category (a) and (b) above as per the working
sheet annexed to this circular resolution. The awards for remaining categories shall be adjudged at a later date.

Effect : Approved
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Date : 20.3.2020
CIRCULAR RESOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE OF MPCA
1.

That, during the meeting of the Committee (i.e. Managing Committee) held on 3.2.2020, it was proposed to hold a
meeting of the Committee close to end of March 2020.

2.

That, in view of the rapid outbreak of COVID 19 (Corona Virus) and being a situation of countrywide emergency with
several travel restrictions, self-imposed and/or government directed restriction/isolation/quarantine, it is neither
advisable nor practical to hold the meeting of the Committee as above, and hence this circular resolution is floated as
per article no. 51 of MPCA Constitution under peculiar circumstances.

3.

That, this circular resolution predominantly aims at decision making in relation to the appointment of specialised
professional coach for MP Ranji team. A detailed note forms a part of this Circular Resolution. (Annex. I)

4.

That, apart from the above issue, in view of the operating restrictions in view of the pandemic, the Office Bearers and
senior officers are authorised to discharge the duties by taking all necessary decisions ensuring utmost diligence and
prudence for operations / affairs of MPCA and adopting best possible practices. The Committee shall, reasonably
believing such actions / decisions to be in the best interests of MPCA, endorse such decisions in good faith and with
responsibility.

5.

That, all contractual obligations in force necessary for smooth working of MPCA shall continue to be effective till further
notice.

6.

That, the implementation of (1) Goods & Services Procurement Rules and (2) Financial Powers of Office Bearers and
Committee is deferred till a meeting of the Committee is held to discuss and decide on the suggestions received from
the nominee of MP AG office.

7.

That, this resolution shall be circulated to all members of the Committee by way of an email, requesting the members to
extend their approval, or otherwise, by way of response email, thus avoiding physical circulation owing to operational
difficulties.

Effect : Approved
Annexure to Circular Resolution of MPCA (20.03.2020) ~ Appointment of specialised professional coach

1.

After the end of season (2019-20) for the Ranji team of MPCA, the Cricket Committee of MPCA, without any malice
for the existing set of coach/es for the team, had inter-alia recommended to the Hon. Secretary to explore the
possibility of engaging a professional coach for the Ranji Team (to handle the off-season, pre-season, and season
requirements of our teams/players) for the upcoming season/s, and further detailing the reasons for this important
recommendation in the interest of MPCA.

2.

The Cricket Committee had also placed reliance on a resolution of the previous Managing Committee (of 2018)
reflecting keenness to invite professional (1) player/s and /or (2) specialised skill coaches to consolidate our base in
the best interests of the Association.

3.

Accordingly, the Cricket Committee had inter-alia requested the Hon. Secretary to consider availability and
willingness of someone like Mr. Sulakshan Kulkarni, Mr. Chandrakant Pandit, Mr. Vijay Patel, Mr. Sunil Joshi etc.
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4.

Mr. Sunil Joshi and Mr. Chandrakant Pandit hold highest credentials among the list and hence were preferred
candidates to be approached, as concurred by the Cricket Committee.

5.

Meanwhile, almost simultaneous to the above referred exchange of thoughts, Mr. Sunil Joshi was nominated by BCCI
as National Selector. Hence, the Hon. Secretary approached Mr. Chandrakant Pandit.

6.

Mr. Chandrakant Pandit is former International Cricketer (having played 5 Test + 36 ODI + 138 FC + 101 List A), a
Level III Coach, has excellent track record of leading (as a captain) of respective teams to finals of Ranji
Championships (5 seasons, including one for MPCA), acting as a coach / director of cricket of several teams and
having taken to finals of Ranji Championship for 7 seasons, was coach of India 'A' and U-19 team, was Chairman of
All India Junior Selection Committee etc., thus demonstrating strong resemblance to the set of expectations as
desired by the Cricket Committee. (In 2018 the then officials of MPCA had approached Mr. Chandrakant Pandit for a
similar assignment. However, owing to his contract with the erstwhile Vidarbha Cricket Association, MPCA could not
gain his services.)

7.

Mr. Chandrakant Pandit has provisionally expressed his willingness to accept the offer with a scope of work
envisaged by the Cricket Committee as follows -

7.1

To act as the principal coach for the MP Men's Senior team for all formats under prevailing BCCI tournament
structure. This shall include availability during the off-season phase, pre-tournament phase, practice match tours
etc;

7.2

To design and conduct the programmes for cricket / players development for other age group (boy's) teams of MP
during the off-season, pre-tournament phase etc., including a collaborative working with the coach and other support
staff of such teams during tournament phase. If time permits, the women's teams may also be covered for such
guidance from time to time;

7.3

To design and conduct the programmes for the potentially talented cricketers for better prospects at International
circuit;

7.4

To act as a mentor for existing state team and upcoming coaches, including conducting development programmes for
grooming such human resources;

7.5

Liaise with the respective selection committees (2 for men and 2 for women) for identification of best possible pool of
players for state teams;

This scope of work requires him to be available for most period of the year, generally starting from April and ending with the
last BCCI tournament for MP the team.

8.

That based on the above, the provisionally negotiated terms acceptable to him are –

8.1

Professional fees for the season (year) shall be Rs. One Crore (1 Cr) + taxes. (This is after his assertion of a
relatively higher offer to him from few other Associations. Mr. Pandit agreed for reduced fee considering his past
association with MPCA as a player and captain (during 1994-99) and his affection towards local cricket culture).

8.2

Annual increment @ 10% of the professional fees.

8.3

Lodging, boarding, air fare, local conveyance etc.
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8.4

Share in tournament prize money at par with share to playing XI member.

9.

In view of certain other Association/s approaching him for similar assignment, Mr. Chandrakant Pandit has requested
for a decision from MPCA by 22nd March 2020.

10.

In view of the above and amid constrained circumstances, the Hon. Secretary convened interaction with the office
bearers, local member of the Cricket Committee, Chairman of the Finance Committee, and few senior members of
MPCA to jointly discuss the above proposal. The collective opinion is as follows –

10.1

All agreed about the capabilities of Mr. Chandrakant Pandit to handle the role. He is reckoned to be the best among
Indian coaches for such profile. There is elaborate record in public domain about his skill-sets, experience &
expertise, track-record, and such other factors, reflecting his leadership qualities, strategic thinking, and requisite
understanding of Indian cricket and its complexities. Thus, he brings with him outstanding on-field and off-field
experience of almost 40 years (as a player since around 79-80 and as a coach since around 2003 till date), which
shall surely be advantageous to MPCA for attaining strategic goals of winning matches & tournament with
consistency, grooming players for higher levels at National - International stage etc.

10.2

Reading of pay structure (professional fees and other facilities), the CTC desired by him commensurate with his
stature, expertise, scope of work, period of his commitment, as also it is within the industry standards for similar
assignment. The gesture on part of Mr. Chandrakant Pandit to agree on a bargained professional fee despite of
higher offer may be appreciate by us. In view of gradual yet steady receipts of fund from BCCI, there is not much of
a constraint in terms of fund for such important initiative in the best interests of MPCA's future.

10.3

It is a fact that new contracts are being signed during current phase of the year (i.e. after end of the Ranji season),
hence the urgency of the matter.

10.4

Hence, MPCA should consider a contract of minimum 2 years with annual review and commence with working as
soon as the Corona virus situation softens.

10.5

To gain maximum out of this arrangement, certain authority needs to be given to him. Such factors should be
supervised by the Hon. Secretary. Along with this, his efforts, diligence, performance etc. should be rigorously
observed by the Cricket Committee and / or the Hon. Secretary while reviewing his contract.

10.6

Other provisions of Constitution applicable to such appointment to be followed.

Based on the above description, the Hon. Secretary seeks approval of the Committee of MPCA (i.e. Managing Committee) to
authorise the President and Hon. Secretary to hold further discussions with Mr. Chandrakant Pandit and finalise the
appointment in the best interests of MPCA.

--------------
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Date : 15.12.2019
CIRCULAR RESOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE OF MPCA
1.

MPCA is to organise the T20 International match between India and Sri Lanka on 7.1.2020 at Holkar Stadium,
Indore.

2.

For the smooth conduct of the match, the Committee (i.e. Managing Committee) of MPCA hereby resolves as follows
–
2.1 Authorise the Office Bearers to constitute the organising committee and other sub-committees for the match as per
past practice.
2.2 Authorise the T20 ticket committee to recommend the ticket price and initiate other works related to ticketing for the
match. The President is authorised to take further appropriate decisions in this regard. Any taxes, if levied, in case of
complementary tickets the same shall be borne by MPCA.
2.3 Authorise the Finance Committee of MPCA to assess and recommend the budget for the match.
2.4 Authorise the Hon. Treasurer to open match account as per past practice.

Effect : Approved
--------------
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Date : 17.10.2019
CIRCULAR RESOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE OF MPCA

1.

That, the Committee of MPCA hereby approves appointment of the following sub-committees for MPCA for the term
2019-2022 :

2.

1.1

Umpires Committee

1.2

Cricket Development Committee (Men's & Women's Cricket)

1.3

Finance Committee

1.4

Infrastructure & Gwalior Stadium Project Committee

1.5

Inter Divisional Tournaments & Technical Committee

1.6

Scrutiny Committee

1.7

Ground & Land Purchase Committee

1.8

Medical Committee

1.9

Purchase Committee (Non Infrastructure Requirements)

1.10

MPCA Lifetime Achievement Award Recommendation Committee

1.11

Library & Museum Committee

1.12

Internal Complaints Committee

That, the Committee authorises the Office-Bearers to provide a draft composition of the sub-committees (as above)
for nominating the chairperson / members on above committees in due course.

3.

That, the Committee hereby adopts the selection committees for the term 2019-22 as nominated by the Cricket
Committee.

Effect : Approved
--------------
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Date : 3.10.2019
CIRCULAR RESOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE OF MPCA

1.

That, the office bearers and the members of the Committee of MPCA, as elected after the elections of MPCA held on
2.10.2019, have taken charge of respective office.

2.

That, as per the BCCI COA / BCCI Electoral Officer's directions, the Full Members (of BCCI) are required to file
applications to nominate representative for BCCI electoral roll by 4.10.2019.

3.

That, as per provision 28 (p) of MPCA Constitution, the Committee of MPCA is empowered to nominate a
representative of the Association on the Board and other bodies.

4.

That, such representative should fulfill the conditions as prescribed in 'Form A' (representative Nomination Form)
issued by BCCI COA / BCCI Electoral Officer.

5.

That, in view of the provision that stipulates a notice period of 5 days for convening a 'special meeting' of
Committee, such special meeting cannot be convened, and hence in such exceptional circumstance the Committee
decides to resolve by a circular resolution to nominate MPCA Life Member Mr. Raju Singh Chouhan as the said
representative of MPCA till further notice.

6.

That, the Hon. Secretary is autorised to comply with needful procedure in this regard.

Effect : Approved
--------------
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